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The role of nano-sized intergranular phases on nickel alloy 725
brittle failure
Maria Sofia Hazarabedian 1 and Mariano Iannuzzi 1✉

Although precipitation-hardened nickel alloys, such as Alloy 725, are extensively used in the most aggressive oil and gas production
conditions given their a priori superior environmentally assisted cracking resistance, recent failures associated with hydrogen
embrittlement (HE) cast doubts about their performance in H-bearing environments. These high-profile incidents have led to
extensive research to elucidate the failure mechanism and develop methods to reduce risks. However, the microstructural features
that made only specific heats of Alloy 725 susceptible to HE have yet to be agreed upon by the scientific community. Herein, our
results showed that the abundant precipitation of F phase, i.e., a recently discovered nano-sized and embrittling phase, at grain
boundaries increased cracking susceptibility. A continuous F phase network offered a low-energy path for crack opening by matrix-
precipitate interfacial decohesion. Additionally, we correlated Alloy 725 microstructure with HE resistance, which is essential for
thermomechanical processing optimization and the design of alternative qualification tests to obtain embrittlement-resistant nickel
alloys.
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INTRODUCTION
In the oil and gas industry, precipitation hardening (PH) nickel
alloys are commonly selected for applications that require high
strength and toughness in highly corrosive environments1–5.
Despite their superior mechanical and corrosion properties,
components made of Alloy 716, 718, and 725 (Table 1) have
failed in service in relatively benign conditions due to hydrogen
embrittlement (HE)6–10. Most importantly, the documented failed
Alloy 716 and 725 components complied with the relevant
international standards1,6,7,11. Therefore, current best practices and
control methods have been proven insufficient to detect
compromised batches. These failures have led to extensive
research by industry and academia in recent years, given the
limited viable alternatives to PH nickel alloys for extreme oil and
gas environments and the criticality of the components made of
these materials2,12,13.
It is widely accepted that the causative factors promoting HE

failures are a critical amount of diffusible hydrogen, tensile
stresses (applied, residual, or both), and a material with a
susceptible microstructure14. For instance, it is well established
that Alloy 718 suffers a stark reduction in ductility by HE when a
sufficient amount of δ phase forms at grain boundaries (GBs),
which occurs by the decohesion at the δ phase/matrix inter-
face9,10,15–17. However, for Alloy 725, there is no consensus on the
microstructural features that promote HE susceptibility or how to
produce resistant heats to reduce risks and prevent future
failures2,11,18–21.
Currently, there are two leading hypotheses to explain the

microstructural Alloy 725 HE susceptibility. The first line of research
focuses on the GB character, while the second one concentrates on
the role of intergranular precipitates. Researchers have studied the
GB character of different Alloy 725 samples, showing that different
GB types have different HE resistance and promote different crack
initiation and propagation mechanisms18–22. Seita et al.20 found
that coherent twin boundaries (CTBs), also known as Σ3 boundaries
terminated in {111} in reference to coincidence site lattice23,24,

were prone to crack initiation but had a low likelihood of further
propagation. Crack initiation at twin boundaries in environments
containing hydrogen was further supported by Zhang and
coworkers25. The crack initiation susceptibility of CTBs was
associated with plastic flow localization in the presence of
hydrogen20,25, while the crack-reluctant propagation was linked
to the low hydrogen solubility and high surface decohesion
energy20,26,27. Nonetheless, recent experimental work on Alloy 716
evidenced hydrogen enrichment at CTBs on in-situ charged
specimens (i.e., hydrogen was charged while the specimens were
strained)28. Subsequently, Hanson et al.21 concluded that GBs with
low-index planes (BLIPs) were resistant to crack propagation as
secondary cracks tended to arrested around them29. In some of
these studies19,20, no evidence of segregation and precipitation at
GB was found.
Although the GB character hypothesis can explain certain

features of the observed Alloy 725 HE failures, an increasing
number of works suggest that the presence of Cr- and Mo-rich GB
precipitation drastically reduces HE resistance2,6,30–32. However, no
convincing evidence has been provided to date to determine the
role of intergranular phases on Alloy 725 HE field failures2,11,30. In
the literature, these GB precipitates have been referred to as
M23C6 and σ phase, despite the fact that σ phase should not form
at the temperature and time range that Alloy 725 is thermal
treated1,30,33. Additionally, the effect of the intergranular phases
on crack initiation and propagation has yet to be studied.
Iannuzzi et al.6 studied the subsea failure of an Alloy 725 batch

that presented a full GB decoration of a nanoscale Cr- and Mo-rich
phase(s). Further research on the same failed batch unequivocally
identified the intergranular phases as M23C6 carbide and F phase,
a nano-sized topologically close-packed (TCP) phase not pre-
viously reported in Alloy 72534. The crystal structure, chemical
composition, and morphology of both precipitates were the focus
of an earlier publication34. Brittle TCP phases such as F and σ
phase are considered particularly detrimental as they affect
mechanical properties, especially when they form intergranular
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as films or sheets35,36. F phase was notably more abundant than
M23C6 in the failed batch, while almost negligible in the other four
random commercial batches studied34,37. Furthermore, F phase
precipitated as 10–20 nm thick sheets in a continuous or
discontinuous arrangement, while M23C6 had a blocky
morphology34,38.
The recently identified F phase precipitation in commercial

Alloy 725 heats and its extensive GB coverage in the failed batch
provided an excellent opportunity to investigate the role of GB
precipitates on HE resistance. Thus, this investigation studied the
role of the intergranular phases on crack propagation. The
research focused on the failed component to identify micro-
structural features that facilitated cracking in normal service
conditions. The characterization included (i) low- and high-
resolution fractography, (ii) crack cross-section electron back-
scatter diffraction (EBSD) and GB precipitate occurrence, and (iii)
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study at the crack tip.
Results supported the detrimental effect of continuous F phase
precipitates and the crack growth mechanism. The findings are
instrumental for the development of feasible approaches to
mitigate HE susceptibility.

RESULTS
Cracking around intergranular precipitates
This investigation was conducted on an Alloy 725 seal used in
subsea equipment that failed in service and was deemed
susceptible to HE in a previous work6. Figure 1 illustrates the
location of the main crack. Cracking occurred in both the radial
and angular (circumferential) directions, initiating at suspected
stress raisers and surrounding the component’s perimeter. The
seal was not directly exposed to cathodic protection, and no
evidence of calcareous deposits was found (NB: calcareous deposit
formation is an indirect indicator of a net cathodic polarization,
which leads to hydrogen charging of subsea equipment39,40).
Figure 2 presents scanning electron microscope (SEM) images

of the fracture surface of the failed seal. The fracture was fully
intergranular with no evidence of plastic deformation (Fig. 2a).
High-resolution images showed that the fracture surface was fully
or partially covered by secondary phases (Fig. 2b−h). The
characteristic morphologies of the two intergranular precipitates
were identified, e.g., irregular and blocky for M23C6 and
continuous or discontinuous sheet for F phase (Fig. 2c, f, h)34. As
a reference, the morphologies of intergranular precipitates in the
bulk material are illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1. In general, at
each GB plane, the precipitates presented the same nature and
morphology. Some grains, such as the one in Fig. 2d, were almost
entirely covered by a continuous F phase network. Occasionally,
parallel lines were observed on the fracture surface, linked to
shadows produced by the thin precipitates (Fig. 2h).
Low kV energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) in Fig. 3

supported the presence and identity of the intergranular
precipitates on the fracture surface. Low kV EDS spectra were

acquired at positions 1–3 of Fig. 2c, which corresponded to (1) γ-
matrix area free of intergranular precipitates, (2) a sheet-like
precipitate (F phase), and (3) a blocky precipitate (M23C6). Both
intergranular precipitates presented a higher Cr content than the
matrix (more evident on the blocky precipitate) and a lower Ni
content. Moreover, the F phase sheet had a higher Mo content
than the matrix and the blocky M23C6 precipitate. These results
were consistent with earlier scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM)-EDS characterization of the F phase and
M23C6

34. TEM analysis of the crack tip cross-sections, such as the
one presented in Fig. 4, supported the attachment of intergranular
precipitates to the crack surface. In the TEM foil, intergranular
precipitates were observed on both sides of the crack (Fig. 4).
These precipitates were identified as hexagonal F phase by
analyzing selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns acquired at
112
� �

γ
and 1010

� �
F zone axis (Fig. 4b, c)34,41,42. F phase

precipitates were semicoherent with the left γ-matrix grain and
presented the typical morphology previously characterized in the
bulk material, i.e., flat and rounded interfaces with the semi-
coherent (left) and incoherent (right) γ-matrix grains, respec-
tively34. Generally, discontinuous precipitates were found attached
to both surfaces of the crack. In contrast, longer precipitates
tended to remain attached to the incoherent γ-matrix grain, such
as the 4 μm long continuous precipitate in Fig. 4.
The preserved morphology of the intergranular precipitates

observed in the fracture surface by SEM and TEM suggested that
the precipitates did not fracture during crack propagation.
Therefore, the crack advanced by the interfacial decohesion

Table 1. Nominal chemical composition of common PH nickel alloys and the composition of the Alloy 725 failed component studied herein.

Material Nominal Composition (wt. %)

Ni Cr Fe Mo Nb Ti Cu

Alloy 716 (UNS N07716)1 59–63 19–22 Bal. 7.0–9.5 2.75–4.0 1.0–1.6 0.23 max.

Alloy 718 (UNS N07718)1 50–55 17–21 Bal. 2.8–3.3 - 0.8–1.15 0.23 max.

Alloy 725 (UNS N07725)1 55–59 19–22.5 Bal. 7.0–9.5 2.7–4 1.0–1.7 -

Alloy 945X (UNS N09945)1 45–55 19.5–23 Bal. 3.0–4.0 2.5–4.5 0.5–2.5 1.5–3.0

Alloy 725 failed batcha 55.9 21.4 7.2 7.9 3.7 1.7 -

aThe composition was established as the average of the seven randomly collected EDS spectra at 25 kV and a working distance of 15 mm.

Fig. 1 Failed component outer area cross-sectional view. Sketch
illustrating a plausible stress concentration point and crack
propagation direction.
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between the intergranular precipitate and the adjacent phase, i.e.,
γ-matrix or γ′/γ′′ strengthening phases. In this regard, the earlier
characterization on the failed batch suggested that F phase
promoted the co-precipitation of Nb- and Ti-rich γ′/γ′′ phases34,38.
Furthermore, no γ′/γ′′ precipitation free zone was observed
around both F phase and M23C6, as assumed in another work
on Alloy 72543. Interfacial decohesion of secondary phases during
crack propagation has also been observed in other nickel
alloys9,17,43,44. Additionally, for continuous precipitates, the crack
tended to open along the flat precipitate and γ-matrix interface
(Figs. 2f and 4a). In contrast, no preference was observed for
discontinuous (shorter) precipitates.

Barriers to crack propagation
The main crack cross-section of the failed component was studied
to identify microstructural barriers for its propagation. Samples
were characterized before and after revealing the intergranular
precipitates by light optical microscopy and SEM (see “Methods”).
EBSD was performed only before chemical etching since the as-
polished surface condition improves the quality of the scans45. As
the zero solutions of the EBSD scans did not overlap the crack, the
crack shape adapted from the SEM images was superimposed to
the EBSD maps to facilitate the analysis. The crack shape distortion
was caused by sample tilting and drifting during the long EBSD
data acquisition46.

Consistently with the fracture surface, the crack propagated
intergranular and along high-angle GBs, which were predominant
compared to low-angle GBs (Fig. 5b, c). According to the kernel
average misorientation (KAM) map, there was not predominant γ-
matrix misorientation near the crack; thus, the crack opened with
almost no deformation of the γ-grains (Fig. 5d). Nonetheless, local
plastic deformation was found following CTBs adjacent to the
main crack (indicated by the arrow in Fig. 5d) and at crack
arresting or inflexion points. In most cases, crack arrested or
presented a discontinuous propagation at triple junctions or
general GBs and CTB intersections.
Figure 6 compares the EBSD KAM map and the distribution of

intergranular phases around the crack-tip shown in Fig. 5a. The
KAM map in Fig. 6a has the crack shape superimposed in pink and
the CTBs in white. Matrix deformation was observed when the
crack propagation was discontinuous or when the crack arrested,
as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 6a. Interestingly, according to
the micrographs after etching, those deformation areas coincided
with clean GB or, less commonly, a discontinuous network of
intergranular precipitates (Fig. 6c, d, respectively). We corrobo-
rated that the discontinuous precipitation network in Fig. 6c was
of discontinuous F phase by the TEM analysis of a foil extracted
across the GB, shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. Additionally, SEM
images showed intergranular precipitates within the crack (Fig. 6c,
d). Finally, intergranular precipitates did not form at CTBs, as
illustrated by comparing Fig. 6a, b.

Fig. 2 Fracture surface. a Low magnification SEM images of fracture surface showing intergranular cleavage mode. b–h High-resolution SEM
images showing intergranular precipitates covering the fracture surface. c Precipitates with the typical blocky and sheet-like morphologies of
M23C6 and F phase, respectively, as denoted in the image.
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Figure 7 and Supplementary Table 1 summarize the statistical
analysis of the crack arresting points. The crack arresting points
were classified based on the presence of the intergranular phases
(according to the optical micrographs) and the nature of the
surrounding GBs, i.e., if the crack was connected to regular GBs or
CTBs. Five types of arresting points were identified, as indicated in
Fig. 7 and Supplementary Note. The count of each type was
divided by the total of arresting points studied to calculate the
fraction of each arresting point type. The probability of finding
that type of junction in the baseline material was estimated
according to Supplementary Note. The measured fraction of each
type of arresting point and its probability to find the respective
configuration of GBs in the base material are plotted in Fig. 7.
Results showed that cracks arrested generally around clean GBs
(Type 1 and 4). However, these types of junctions occurred less
frequently in the baseline material microstructure. In contrast, the
arresting points with adjacent intergranular precipitates (Type 3, 4,
and 5) were uncommon, despite being more abundant in the base
material. Therefore, results indicated that the decorated GBs
offered low crack propagation resistance. The statistical signifi-
cance of the detrimental effect of the decorated GBs was
supported by P-values lower than 2.5 × 10–5 (Supplementary Note
and Supplementary Table 1).
Supplementary Fig. 3 shows the only transgranular crack

observed in this study. The crack propagated and arrested across
a grain, introducing high strain. This crack was similarly orientated
to a near CTB, according to the EBSD maps.

The role of intergranular precipitation morphology on crack
propagation
The preferential crack advance around continuous flat interfaces
and the observed crack arrest at discontinuous precipitates (Figs.
2f, 4a, and 6c, respectively) suggested that the morphology of the
intergranular precipitates played a role in crack propagation.
Based on the evidence presented herein, we proposed a
preferential crack propagation pathway surrounding the two

different F phase morphologies, illustrated in Fig. 8. For the
discontinuous F phase precipitates, the crack path would be
tortuous since it would be required to change direction to cross at
least one of the interfaces of the adjacent grains (Fig. 8a).
Additionally, considering the EBSD results shown in Fig. 6, clean
GBs between the precipitates would locally deform before
cracking, increasing the required energy for crack advance. Based
on their morphology, crack growth around the blocky M23C6
precipitates would be similar to that around the discontinuous F
phase. However, the larger spacing between M23C6 particles
compared to the discontinuous F phase precipitates would result
in higher strains (Supplementary Fig. 1a, b)34.
On the contrary, straight crack propagation can occur at the flat

interface between the continuous F phase precipitate and the γ-
matrix (Fig. 8b). Since the final crack path is shorter and results in
no local matrix deformation, cracking around continuous pre-
cipitates would require less energy than around discontinuous
ones. Furthermore, free crack paths favored by the continuous F
phase precipitates would be in the μm range, as these precipitates
were found to be as long as 45 μm in the baseline material34.

DISCUSSION
Previous research has proposed a mechanism to explain how
cracking initiates in Alloy 725 in the presence of hydrogen20,25. In
contrast, there is no clear consensus about plausible HE crack
propagation mechanisms. In the failed component studied herein,
we found that crack grew assisted by the interfacial decohesion of
GB precipitates. Furthermore, results suggested that the morphol-
ogy and distribution of the GB precipitate played a decisive role in
the resulting crack advance resistance. In this regard, the
continuous F phase would be the most favorable crack path,
followed by the discontinuous F phase and then the blocky M23C6
carbides. Thus, the HE susceptibility of the failed component was
linked to the excessive intergranular precipitation dominated by F
phase34,38, which offered minimal resistance to crack advance.
The high Mo content of F phase is another fact supporting its

detrimental effect in Alloy 72534. As F phase is Mo-rich (Fig. 3) and
Mo is a more efficient TCP former than Cr, its precipitation is
favored in alloys with high Mo content34,47. Indeed, Alloys 716 and
725, which are the PH nickel alloys with the highest Mo content
(Table 1), have been considered the most susceptible to HE1,16,30.
In other words, PH nickel alloys with lower Mo content, such as
Alloy 718 and 945X (Table 1), are less susceptible to GB formation
of deleterious Mo-rich phases2. Likewise, γ′ and γ′′ strengthening
phases in PH nickel alloys also play a role in HE perfor-
mance14,32,48. Hence, a direct comparison of Alloy 725 with alloy
systems other than Alloy 716 should be done with caution since
its intergranular precipitates, as well as the age-hardened matrix,
would affect their behavior.
The more detrimental effect of F phase over M23C6 is further

supported by Aboura et al.28, who studied HE of Alloy 716. In their
work, the enrichment of deuterium (i.e., an isotope of hydrogen) in
several microstructural features, including intergranular precipi-
tates, was determined on in-situ charged Alloy 716 specimens. The
authors referred to the intergranular precipitates in Alloy 716 as
discrete carbides or elongated σ phase based on previous works in
related alloys. Nonetheless, their morphologies, composition, and
backscatter electron images’ contrast closely matched those of the
M23C6 and F phase identified in Alloy 72534. Aboura and co-
workers found that the elongated precipitates (referred to as σ
phase) directly accumulated deuterium, contrary to the carbides28.
As the deuterium enrichment is associated with a higher
hydrogen absorption capability, elongated precipitates would
serve as preferred crack initiation sites and propagation paths17,28.
No crack advance through CTBs was found in the failed Alloy 725

component studied herein. On the contrary, CTBs delayed crack
propagation as they led to the plastic deformation of the

Fig. 3 Low kV EDS on the fracture surface. Point analyses were
performed on the precipitates and matrix marked in Fig. 2c. Scan
performed on a precipitate with F phase morphology was richer in
Cr and Mo than the γ-matrix and presented less Ni. Likewise, the EDS
spectrum collected on blocky precipitate was the richest on Cr and
poorest on Ni, consistent with the M23C6 composition. These EDS
spectra are affected by both the chemical composition and the
thickness of the precipitates. In this regard, given that F phase is
typically 15 nm thick, the EDS scan would include a higher
contribution of the sub-surface γ-matrix compared to the 100 nm
thick M23C6. The carbon peaks should be disregarded as they result
from unavoidable surface contamination. This EDS analysis corre-
lates well with the one performed on Alloy 716 elsewhere28.
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γ-matrix (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 3), consistent with the
descriptions in Seita et al.20 and Aboura et al.28 for Alloys 725 and
716, respectively. Although a crack close to a CTB was observed
(Supplementary Fig. 3), the crack could not completely advance
through it. The higher resistance of the CTBs compared to general
GBs in Alloy 725 contrasted with what has been observed in Alloy
945X by Zhang and coworkers25, where cracks propagated through
both types of boundaries. This difference in crack propagation
resistance could be attributed to the Cr- and Mo-rich phases in Alloy
725’s general GBs, which would serve as preferred crack propagation
pathways over clean general GBs and CTBs (Fig. 6a, b)34. Secondary
phase formation, such as F phase, is not expected at CTBs due to
their low GB energy, which increases the activation energy barrier for
heterogeneous nucleation49. Likewise, Alloy 945X’s Mo content
might be insufficient to form F phase at general GBs and therefore,
general GBs and twin boundaries might have similar cracking
resistances (Table 1)1,47. Additionally, no evidence of the void
coalescence mechanism developed for Alloy 718 and previously
applied to Alloy 725—e.g., dislocation slip bands (DSBs) at the
fracture surface or the crack cross-section—was found in the failed
Alloy 725 component27,31,43,50.
The brittle cracking observed in our work differs from another

reported Alloy 725 HE failure, which presented ductile, cleavage,
or mixed trans- and intergranular fracture7. In this regard,

although the authors suggested a purely cleavage transgranular
failure mode, apparent intergranular cracking features were
evident in the SEM images shown in the article. Contrastingly,
the Alloy 725 failure studied herein shares many similarities with a
reported failed Alloy 716 valve, such as brittle intergranular
fracture mode, nano-sized intergranular precipitation, and crack
propagation with negligible plastic deformation8.
A range of fracture modes has been described in both service-

failed and laboratory Alloy 725 samples, as discussed above.
Differences in failure modes may result from batch-to-batch
differences in the availability of the plausible crack propagation
paths, e.g., intergranular F phase and M23C6 through interfacial
decohesion or clean regions via void coalescence assisted by
hydrogen accumulation in DSBs. In practice, cracks will open
following the path with the lowest required energy, resulting in
competition between the available mechanisms. This competitive
behavior between propagation through intergranular precipitates
and DSBs was evidenced in recent work on Alloy 71628. Similarly,
earlier work on Alloy 725 showed that heats with a qualitatively
determined greater extent of intergranular precipitates presented
higher crack growth rate as well as predominant intergranular
fracture43. In short, given that commercial Alloy 725 batches can
have a broad range of F phase and M23C6 precipitation in both
extent and relative abundances, the nature, and extent of
intergranular precipitation might affect not only HE resistance
but also the prevailing mechanism. The processing conditions that
promote the formation of one intergranular phase over the other
are the focus of ongoing work.
The deleterious effect of intergranular F phase precipitation

could be used to develop feasible approaches to detect
susceptible microstructures and, thus, mitigate Alloy 725 HE
risks. Firstly, it is strongly advisable to increase the impact
toughness requirement suggested by the API 6ACRA standard1.
In this regard, continuous intergranular precipitation in Alloy
718, 725, and 925 lowered absorbed impact energies by half
when compared with control samples containing clean micro-
structures, which also resulted in a lower slow strain rate
ratios51. Contrarily, other mechanical properties such as hard-
ness and tensile strength showed no apparent trend with
intergranular precipitation51. Secondly, the intergranular pre-
cipitates should be assessed by an objective methodology that
is independent of the experience of the person conducting the
test. In this regard, the double-loop electrochemical potentio-
kinetic reactivation (DL-EPR) test is commonly used to qualify
other corrosion-resistant alloys and, as we showed elsewhere,
has the potential to be introduced as a quality control method
for Alloy 72537,38,52,53. The DL-EPR test was optimized to
differentiate between the Alloy 725 failed microstructure
studied herein and other commercial batches37,38. The sample
preparation procedure for the DL-EPR technique is similar to
that of the metallographic analysis required in API 6ACRA, takes
around 1.5 h to perform, and quantifies the degree of
sensitization (DOS), a value used to compare Alloy 725 heats.
Both impact toughness and DOS are markedly affected by the
extent of F phase and M23C6 due to their brittle nature,
morphology, and Cr- and Mo-depletion at the precipitate-
matrix interface. Future work should focus on defining
acceptance criteria, i.e., impact toughness and DOS require-
ments, based on the critical extent of both M23C6 and F phase.
Future HE resistance studies should consider the extent and

the predominant type of intergranular precipitates30,36. Herein,
the effect of the morphology of the intergranular precipitates
was discussed while other key factors in defining HE resistance,
such as hydrogen diffusivity and trapping behavior of the GB
phases, were not studied2,17,54. Moreover, current results are
insufficient to estimate the maximum allowable F phase and
M23C6 content in service. Future work should focus on
deconvoluting the influence of the nature of the GB precipitates

Fig. 4 TEM crack tip cross-section. a Bright file image, where the
yellow area (NB: color added in post-processing to enhance the
contrast) illustrates the crack path and the white arrows indicate F
precipitates. The γ-matrix around the crack was partially milled out
due to the difference in hardness between the γ-matrix and
intergranular precipitates. This could not be avoided in the four
samples extracted by FIB milling. Nonetheless, the intergranular
precipitates were preserved and the crack propagation path was still
evident (denoted in yellow in (a)). b, c SAD patterns obtained from
the boxes marked on (a), with the reflections of (b) F phase and the
semicoherent γ-matrix on the left side of the crack and (c) F phase
and the incoherent γ-matrix on the right side of the crack. None of
the TEM specimens extracted along a crack from the failed seal
presented M23C6 carbide.
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on HE resistance to demonstrate their relative deleterious
effect. Then, acceptance criteria should be defined based on HE
performance. Additionally, a better understanding of the role of
microstructure on HE resistance could be used to adjust
thermomechanical processing parameters to minimize the level
of deleterious GB phases by methods such as GB engineer-
ing2,55,56. Lastly, it is crucial to optimize HE test procedures for
Alloy 725 to avoid excessively aggressive conditions10. Unfortu-
nately, using test procedures optimized for Alloy 718 resulted in
no apparent differences in performance between Alloy 725
heats, even if a failed field sample was included in the test
matrix11,31,57,58.
In conclusion, the extensive and continuous GB network

dominated by F phase precipitates in the failed Alloy 725
component degraded the cracking resistance of the material in
service. Cracking occurred by decohesion of the intergranular
precipitates and the γ-matrix/γ′−γ′′ interface. Continuous F
phase precipitates offered a straight, μm-long, and low-energy
crack path. In contrast, clean GB and CTBs served as barriers for
crack advance and led to the plastic deformation of the matrix.
Quality control methods should be optimized to detect this
type of susceptible microstructures and avoid potential
incidents. A better understanding of the role of GB precipitates

gained in this investigation could be applied to develop heats
of Alloy 725 with sufficient HE resistance for subsea service.

METHODS
Materials
The cracked seal used in this study was manufactured from a
commercial Alloy 725 forged bar that was deemed susceptible to HE
during oil and gas service (failed batch) (Table 1)6. The heat met the
processing, mechanical properties, and microstructure requirements of
the current API 6ACRA standard1. The extent and nature of the
intergranular phases in the affected batch were previously studied34,38.

Fractography
For cleaning the fracture surface, samples were immersed in dichlor-
omethane in an ultrasonic bath, rinsed with acetone and deionized (DI)-
water, and, finally, immersed in a 100 ml H2SO4 and 900 ml DI-water
solution in an ultrasonic bath59. The fracture surface morphology was
studied with a field emission-scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM)
equipped with an EDS detector with a 170 mm2 sensor area. The
elemental composition of the intergranular precipitates attached to the
fracture surface was estimated by low kV EDS at 3 kV accelerating
voltage and 10 mm working distance. Low kV EDS was employed to
minimize the interaction volume of the technique and, thus, increase
the spatial resolution and detect the intergranular precipitates that can
be thinner than 10 nm34,60.

Fig. 5 Crack cross-section analysis in the as-polished condition. a SEM image. b–d EBSD maps with the crack shape overlapped in white.
b Band contrast map with high and low angle regular GBs in red and green, respectively. c All Euler-angle map. d KAM map.

Fig. 6 EBSD and intergranular precipitates occurrence analysis of crack tip. Figure 6 analysis location is indicated in Fig. 5a. a KAM map
indicating misorientation within the grains of the as-polished crack cross-section. b Optical micrographs and c, d SEM images of the
occurrence of intergranular precipitates after chemical etching. Arrows and boxes indicate discontinuous propagation of the crack,
which corresponded to clean or partially covered GBs and γ-matrix deformation.
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Crack cross-section analysis
Five cross-sections of the main crack were studied. The analysis involved (i)
studying the crack propagation by SEM and EBSD, (ii) revealing the
microstructure, and (iii) evaluating the occurrence of the intergranular
precipitates by light optical microscopy and SEM. Samples exposing the
main crack cross-section in the longitudinal−radial plane were mounted in
cold-curing resin. The samples were polished down to 0.02 μm using
alumina suspension and carbon-coated. Light optical and SEM images, and
EBSD maps were obtained in the as-polished condition using a FE-SEM
equipped with an EBSD unit at 25 kV and a step size of 0.5 μm. EBSD data
was processed in the HKL Channel 5 software. Then, samples were
polished with 1 μm diamond suspension and etched by simple immersion
in a 100ml HCl (32 wt.%), 100ml H2SO4 (98 wt.%), and distilled water to
make 1000ml solution for 3 h to study the intergranular precipitation
around the crack. The etching was developed to slightly dissolve the
matrix to expose the GB precipitates without producing intergranular and
pitting corrosion. Finally, the occurrence of intergranular precipitates was
studied by optical microscopy and SEM at 5 kV. The superficial dissolution
of the matrix is essential to correlate the etched micrographs with the as-
polished analysis, and it was corroborated by the conservation of the crack
and grain shapes before and after etching (Fig. 6). The statistical analysis of
the different types of arresting points was performed according to
Supplementary Note, adapted from Seita et al. approach20.
A set of TEM specimens was extracted close to the crack tip to study the

precipitates within the crack. TEM specimens were prepared via focused-ion

beam (FIB) milling and the in-situ lift-out method61,62. The TEM characteriza-
tion was performed using a commercial FE gun TEM operated at 200 kV. The
identification of the phases and their coherency with the matrix were
determined by manually analyzing SAD patterns.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The data that support this investigation are available from the corresponding author
on reasonable request.
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